A 001–099 General Works, Information Sciences, Library
A 100–139 Philosophy, Thought
A 140–159 Psychology, Ethics
A 160–199 Religion
A 200–279 History
A 280–289 Biography
A 290–299 Geography, Travel
(A 300 → B1F)

A 400–499 Natural Sciences, Medical Sciences, Pharmaceutics
A 500–599 Technology, Engineering
A 600–699 Industry & Commerce
A 700–799 Arts, Sports, Amusements
A 800–899 Language
A 900–909 Literature
A 910–919 Japanese Literature
A 920–999 Foreign Literature

Eastern Books

Others
SAK Paperback
SAL Pocket edition Books

※You can use your computer and Wireless Network (for only ITC Network Account Holders) on this floor.

A300–399 are shelved in the first basement stacks.